
 Over-representation analysis (ORA) practical lab :g:Profiler 
 
The data set used for this practical lab contains transcriptomics data obtained from MCF7 cells, a human 
breast cancer line, treated or non treated with estradiol. The cells were treated with estradiol for 12, 24 or 
48 hours. Total RNA extracted from the cells was amplified, labeled and hybridized to Affymetrix 
GeneChip U133 Plus 2.0 microarrays. The data are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 
repository under the accession number GSE11352 (PMID: 17542648).  

 
For this exercise, we are going to use a list of 428 genes that are differentially expressed in the MCF7 
cells treated with estradiol for 24hr compared to the control samples. Our goal is to perform gene-set 
enrichment on this list using the g:Profiler tool and to explore the results. The Gene Ontology Biological 
Process, the KEGG and Reactome are going to be used as the pathway databases. g:Profiler uses a 
Fisher’s exact test to calculate the significance of the gene-set enrichment. 
Before starting this exercise,  download the required file:  

● 24hr_topgenes.txt .  
 

Step Action Check 

1 Go to g:Profiler ‘s homepage at http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/  

2 Ensure that ‘Organism’ is set to ‘Homo sapiens’   

3 In the ‘Query’ box, copy and paste the 428 genes listed in the file 
24hr_topgenes.txt 

 

4 Select the following ‘Options’ by checking the corresponding boxes: 
● ‘Significant only’ 
● ‘No electronic GO annotations’ 
● ‘Hierarchical sorting’ 

 

5 Select the following gene-set databases by checking the corresponding boxes: 
● ‘Gene Ontology’ ‘Biological Process’ 
● ‘Biological pathways’ ‘KEGG’ and ‘Reactome’ 

 

6 Click on ‘Show advanced options’.   

7 Select the following ‘advanced options’: 
● ‘Size of functional category’ : 3 (min)  and 500 (max) 
● ‘Size of Q&T’ : min of 2 

 

8 Click on the ‘g:Profile!’ button.   

9 Click on the warning message ‘Some gene identifiers are ambiguous. resolve 
these manually?’ Select the first ENSEMBL ID for each gene and click on 
‘Resubmit query’.  

 

10 Explore the results. Which term has the best corrected p-value?  Which genes in 
our list are included in this term?  

 

11 If time permits, play with input  parameters, e.g. add ‘TRANSFAC TFBS’ and 
‘miRBase microRNAs’ databases, rerun the query by clicking on the ‘g:Profile!’ 
button and explore the new results.  

 



EXERCISE 2: Steps 1- 8 

 
EXERCISE 2: Step 9 
 

 



 
EXERCISE 2: Step 9 (continued) 

 
 
EXERCISE 2: Step 10 

 


